Ac wiring diagram thermostat

Free Wiring Diagram. Variety of ac thermostat wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a simplified
conventional pictorial depiction of an electrical circuit. It reveals the elements of the circuit as
streamlined forms, as well as the power as well as signal links in between the gadgets. A wiring
diagram usually gives info concerning the loved one placement as well as setup of devices as
well as terminals on the tools, to assist in structure or servicing the device. A pictorial
representation would reveal much more information of the physical appearance, whereas a
wiring diagram makes use of a much more symbolic notation to stress interconnections over
physical look. A wiring diagram is usually utilized to troubleshoot troubles and to earn sure that
the links have been made which every little thing is present. Collection of ac thermostat wiring
diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on
the image. A wiring diagram is a type of schematic which uses abstract pictorial signs to show
all the interconnections of elements in a system. Electrical wiring layouts are made up of 2
points: signs that stand for the elements in the circuit, and lines that represent the connections
between them. Electrical wiring diagrams mainly shows the physical setting of components and
also connections in the built circuit, however not necessarily in reasoning order. It stresses on
the format of the wires. Schematics emphasize on exactly how circuits function realistically. To
review a wiring diagram, first you have to understand what fundamental elements are included
in a wiring diagram, and also which pictorial symbols are made use of to represent them. The
typical components in a wiring diagram are ground, power supply, cord and also link, result
devices, switches, resistors, reasoning gateway, lights, etc. A line represents a wire. Wires are
made use of to attach the elements together. All factors along the wire equal and also
connected. Wires on some locations have to go across each other, yet that does not necessarily
suggest that they connect. A black dot is used to show the injunction of two lines. Main lines
are represented by L1, L2, and so forth. Generally various colors are utilized to differentiate the
wires. There ought to be a tale on the wiring diagram to tell you exactly what each color implies.
Typically circuits with even more compared to 2 parts have two basic sorts of connections:
series and also parallel. A series circuit is a circuit where elements are linked along a single
path, so the existing flows via one component to obtain to the next one. In a series circuit,
voltages accumulate for all parts connected in the circuit, and currents coincide via all
components. In a parallel circuit, each device is straight linked to the power source, so each
device gets the exact same voltage. The current in a parallel circuit streams along each identical
branch and re-combines when the branches meet again. A great wiring diagram requires to be
technically appropriate as well as clear to check out. Take treatment of every information. The
layout ought to reveal the right instructions of the positive as well as unfavorable terminals of
each element. Use the best signs. Find out the definitions of the basic circuit signs and choose
the appropriate ones to make use of. Some of the icons have truly close look. You have to have
the ability to inform the distinctions prior to using them. Draw linking wires as straight lines.
Make use of a dot to suggest line joint, or usage line leaps to suggest cross lines that are not
attached. Label parts such as resistors and capacitors with their worths. Ensure the text
positioning looks clean. Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of air conditioner thermostat wiring
diagram. A wiring diagram is a simplified standard photographic depiction of an electric circuit.
It reveals the components of the circuit as streamlined forms, and also the power and signal
connections between the tools. A wiring diagram generally provides details about the relative
position and arrangement of devices and also terminals on the tools, to assist in structure or
servicing the gadget. A pictorial layout would show much more information of the physical
appearance, whereas a wiring diagram utilizes a much more symbolic notation to emphasize
affiliations over physical appearance. A wiring diagram is often utilized to fix troubles and to
make certain that the links have actually been made and that everything is existing. Assortment
of air conditioner thermostat wiring diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to
your computer by right clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is a straightforward graph of the
physical connections and physical design of an electric system or circuit. It demonstrates how
the electric cords are interconnected and also could likewise reveal where components as well
as parts could be connected to the system. Usage wiring diagrams to assist in building or
making the circuit or electronic gadget. They are also valuable for making repairs. Do It Yourself
enthusiasts use circuitry diagrams but they are additionally common in home building and
vehicle repair service. For instance, a house builder will intend to verify the physical location of
electric outlets as well as lighting fixtures making use of a wiring diagram to stay clear of
expensive mistakes as well as building code offenses. A schematic reveals the strategy as well
as function for an electric circuit, but is not concerned with the physical layout of the cables.
Circuitry layouts reveal how the cables are attached and also where they must situated in the
actual device, as well as the physical links in between all the elements. Unlike a pictorial
diagram, a wiring diagram makes use of abstract or simplified shapes as well as lines to reveal

components. Photographic layouts are usually photos with tags or highly-detailed drawings of
the physical parts. If a line touching an additional line has a black dot, it means the lines are
connected. Many icons used on a wiring diagram appear like abstract versions of the genuine
items they stand for. For instance, a switch will certainly be a break in the line with a line at an
angle to the wire, just like a light switch you could turn on and also off. A resistor will be
represented with a series of squiggles symbolizing the limitation of present flow. An antenna is
a straight line with 3 small lines branching off at its end, a lot like an actual antenna. If you are
looking for a better understanding of heat pump thermostat wiring, here is an example of a
typical electronic type heat pump control wiring which is located inside your house. There are
many types of electronic thermostat in the market these days, hence please check that the type
of thermostat that you are using can be replaced with the newer ones. If you are not sure,
always refer to the operating manual of your thermostat in your house before attempting to do
any trouble shooting or replacement work. As always, if you are not trained to handle electrical
equipment, please get a qualified technician to do it. It is always a good idea to take a picture of
the current heat pump thermostat wiring before you start removing them. In heat pump system,
there are at least 8 wires that need to be connected to the thermostat for proper operation. Heat
pump thermostat wiring - A typical wire color and terminal diagram. As shown in the diagram,
you will need to power up the thermostat and the 24V AC power is connected to the R and C
terminals. These two connections will ensure that there is power to the thermostat that you are
operating. This terminal will call for the need to cool the room when the set temperature is lower
than the room temperature. The G terminal is connected to the indoor fan which circulates the
air in the room. The reversing valve is a device that reverses the flow of the refrigerant in the
piping system. In most cases, the reversing valve is energized when running cool mode.
However, there are instances where the reversing valve is off when running cool mode.
Therefore, it is important the check the manufacturer's specifications of the heat pump system
that you are using before you can do a proper connection to the thermostat. The O terminal is
used when the system that you are using has a reversing valve or four way valve which is
turned on when running cooling mode. If the reversing valve is turned on when running heat
mode, you will need to connect the reversing valve to B terminal. In some equipment, there is a
2nd stage cooling that helps to increase the cooling capacity of the room. In this case the
terminal Y2 is usually used. The color of the wire vary. Sometimes, there is a 2nd stage heating
where additional heating is provided to supplement the primary heating system. This is usually
installed in regions where extreme winter occurred. In this case the terminal W2 will be present.
Some thermostat may have a feature called Emergency Heat where when set, it will shut off the
heat pump. It will then turn on the strip heat which becomes the primary source of heating. This
feature should only be used for a while as the energy cost is usually higher than a heat pump
system. The terminal used is E. Look out for the following features that are incorporated in most
modern programmable heat pump thermostat. Visiting HVAC events and trade shows are one of
the best way to equip yourself with the latest happenings in the air conditioning and
refrigeration field. See the listing of events for year Programmable Thermostat. Here are the air
conditioners frequently asked questions and answers. Air Cond. Coil Cleaner. Clean your own
air conditioner by using coil cleaner that can be easily purchased from the market. How to
choose an energy efficient air conditioner? Air Conditioning Systems. Comments Have your say
about what you just read! Leave us a comment in the box below. Recent Posts. As with wiring
any home thermostat, the air conditioner thermostat has a series of wires which need to be
connected in order to ensure that it will work correctly. The extent of this wiring is usually
described in the air conditioner thermostat manual, but if you have lost the instructions, or
cannot follow them completely, then wiring in your stat can be a bit of a challenge. You could
call in a professional, and pay money to have it installed correctly, or you can try to do it
yourself, following a few simple instructions to get the best out of your device. The first thing
that you need to learn is how your thermostat works. Electricity is delivered to the stat through
transformers, and this is used to power different relays, which control energy traveling to the
heating or the AC unit. Power from an AC thermostat travels into the unit, and this signals to the
air conditioner that it should start working. As power moves about the thermostat, it is
controlled by various wires, which prevent the thermostat from delivering the power
indiscriminately to any system. These wires should be either connected to the old thermostat,
which you would replace, or they are located inside the AC unit ready to be used. Inside the air
conditioner thermostat, there are a number of metal screws on connections. These screws and
connections are called terminals, and are the points at which electric wires from your AC unit
are joined to the thermostat. These connections themselves control power within the unit, for
example the RC terminal takes power from the air conditioner's transformer, and sends the
current to another terminal. This connects to wire in a switch, and depending upon whether the

switch is on or off, the wire sends a relay to start the unit, or not. Before you touch the wiring,
ensure that the electricity is turned off at the breaker board. Take the wires, and trim the wiring
and insulation down. If the wire has been damaged, you may need to cut off enough so that you
are working with a pristine piece of wire. Depending upon the color of the wire, connect this to
the appropriate terminal. For example, the RC terminal is often linked to a red wire. Connected
this to your terminal by unscrewing the screw at the top, until you have enough room to slide
the wire underneath. Tighten the screw on the exposed wire, not the insulation, and then check
that the wire is not loose in the connection. Once you have connected the wires in this way,
screw the thermostat back on to the wall, and turn the electricity back on at the breaker board.
Check that the thermostat will turn on the AC unit by programming it. If there is a problem, turn
off the electricity again and recheck the wiring until you are satisfied that the thermostat is
correctly wired. We welcome your comments and suggestions. All information is provided "AS
IS. All rights reserved. You may freely link to this site, and use it for non-commercial use
subject to our terms of use. View our Privacy Policy here. Toggle navigation subscribe. Air
Conditioner Thermostat Wiring. Written by Jen S. To ensure our content is always up-to-date
with current information, best practices, and professional advice, articles are routinely reviewed
by industry experts with years of hands-on experience. What You'll Need. Wire cutter.
Underfloor Heating: Thermostat Wiring. How to Replace Bilge Pump Switches. How to Install a
Battery Disconnect Switch. Troubleshooting AC Thermostat. Related Posts trying to install
smart thermostat. Issue: I tried replacing my thermostat with a smart thermostat and now air
Read More. Thermostat Wiring Problem. I had a Totaline thermostat with the following wiring at
the therm Carrier Two Zone Thermostat Compatibiliy. Red Low voltage wire problem on AC Unit.
Thermostat was staying in delay and not turning the air conditioner on. Related Posts Air
conditioner. Replaced thermostat and air conditioner is not working very well. I've had two
inspections done on my house, the initial inspection before we Air conditioner electrical
connection. Hello: Just prior to the AC turning on, there is a loud buzzing sound that Popular
Articles. Hot Topics: AC Troubleshooting. How to Replace Your Thermostat. By Justin Stewart.
What color is a thermostat RC wire? Installing a Line Voltage Cooling Thermo Installing a Line
Voltage Cooling Thermostat. By Jen S. A line voltage thermostat will typically have wires larger
than 18 access sensi smart thermostat from a smartphone or tablet to control your home
environment even when you're far from it. Learn about thermostats and take a look inside a
home thermostat. Before doing any work on the thermostat and wiring take a picture off the
wires and their connections, or write them. Not sure how to get your thermostat wired
correctly? The diagram shows how the wiring works. Check out multiple thermostat wiring
diagrams as well as in depth video explanations on accurately wiring thermostats for various
types of hvac systems! Can i install an ecobee smartthermostat with voice control on my
ecobee4 or ecobee3 lite setup? Refer to page 31 for a detailed. As shown in the diagram, you
will need to power up the thermostat and the 24v ac power is connected to the r and c terminals.
Diagrams are available for all warmup thermostats whether you are installing it as part of a. How
to test a thermostat. Place a small label at the end of each wire, writing down the letter that is
next to. The p4 jumper position on the circuit board depends on the the following diagram
shows the basic thermostat symbols in the simpl windows' programming manager. Terminal
outputs and wiring diagrams. Thermostats are in every household, but have you ever wondered
how they work? I have a nest thermostat e, which requires me to replace my thermostat with the
nest heatlink. When working with a thermostat the cover can be snapped off to expose the
wiring. My sister's home in the midwest is also. Does your diagram have any of these labels for
the common wire? Adding a thermostat c wire. Look for a wire connected to a terminal labeled
with a c on the thermostat. There are two things that will be present in almost any. Home
improvement stores and online retailers sell thermostat wire in spools of 50 to feet and by the
use the wiring diagram and code to attach the wires to the terminals on the thermostat that.
Room thermostat wiring diagrams for HVAC systems from inspectapedia. Always follow
manufacturer wiring diagrams as they will supersede these. However your connections may
seem a little different on the thermostat itself. Ems si wiring guide and connection description.
Note on thermostat wiring for communicating hvac systems. Add one to your home and do it in
one day with this handy diy guide on wiring a detach your current thermostat from the wall. If
you have one, that's. Check out this honeywell home support article for the steps you can take
to wire your thermostat. The 18 refers to the gauge and the 5 refers to how many individual
wires are inside the cable. Sensi thermostat is not compatible with line voltage systems.
Thermostat operation by interfering with airflow across the heat pump model temperature
sensor. Heat pump thermostat wiring explained! If you followed the diy home automation
sensors tutorial, you will only have to connect a few extra wires to get your arduino thermostat
up and running. Furnace thermostat wiring falls in the diy category that a handy type person

can hook up or fix. Google provides step by step instructions on how to do this using a series
of questions and answers. Supervision is needed by a licensed hvacr tech while doing this as
experience and apprenticeship garners wisdom and safety. Here is the last bit of theory before
we get down to business building the diy arduino thermostat. By Wallpaper February 22, Newer
Older. Related Posts There is no other posts in this category. Search This Blog. Archive
February Xbox Headset Wire Diagram : Why is my voice ch January December Subscribe Our
Newsletter. Ac Wiring Diagram thermostat â€” wiring diagram is a simplified tolerable pictorial
representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as simplified
shapes, and the aptitude and signal friends amongst the devices. A wiring diagram usually
gives suggestion very nearly the relative approach and settlement of devices and terminals on
the devices, to incite in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would acquit
yourself more detail of the creature appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more
symbolic notation to make more noticeable interconnections beyond physical appearance. A
wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to create certain that every the
connections have been made and that everything is present. Architectural wiring diagrams
enactment the approximate locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and
unshakable electrical facilities in a building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown
approximately, where particular receptacles or fixtures must be upon a common circuit. Wiring
diagrams use conventional symbols for wiring devices, usually exchange from those used upon
schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not abandoned exploit where something is to be
installed, but as a consequence what type of device is visceral installed. For example, a surface
ceiling vivacious is shown by one symbol, a recessed ceiling buoyant has a alternative symbol,
and a surface fluorescent lighthearted has unorthodox symbol. Each type of switch has a
alternative metaphor and in view of that complete the various outlets. There are symbols that
statute the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring
diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection authority to take on relationship of the
address to the public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will in addition to count up
panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for special services such
as flame alarm or closed circuit television or further special services. Necessary cookies are
absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies
that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not
store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the
website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads,
other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Subwoofer Wiring Diagrams Wiring
Diagram views. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok
with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website.
Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they
are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party
cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be
stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these
cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.
Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Modern thermostats with Wi-Fi and
backlit display, by contrast, need a steady supply of juice. Technically speaking, power flows
from the R red wire, but not continuously not on its own, anyway. To make it continuous
requires a common wire to complete the circuit. When the circuit is complete, 24V energy will
flow continuously. If your system has a C-wire, it might be in use or just tucked away behind
your current thermostat. Thermostat wire comes in various weights. Detach your thermostat
from the wall and look at the wires connecting to it. It might be stuffed into the wall, which is
what some installers do when the C-wire is present but not needed. Disable power to your
furnace and pop the cover off. The ease of doing it this way will vary by furnace and installation.
As you can see in the photo above, this furnace does not have a C-wire hooked up. To make
this HVAC system compatible with a smart thermostat, it would need either:. There are no
standards for wire color! Any wire can be used for any purpose. These photos are from my own
home, but every home is a unique snowflake. In some systems, this is unnoticeable, but in
others, the furnace responds as if being told to turn on and then immediately off. Adding a
C-wire, either through new wiring or an adapter, ensures compatibility with new thermostat
technology. A smart thermostat offers bothâ€¦. That is a great question! But HOW uncommon is
an excellent question one I was all too happy to spend 30 minutes researching â€¦. Still, it took
the rest of the country another two decades to catch up. So then I wonder, how many homes are
built after ? Anecdotally, my home on the west coast has a programmable thermostat but no

C-wire. Nest forums and hvac forums seem to be full of people reporting a lack of a C-wire in
their home. Thank you for your careful explanation and thoughtful comment. I do a lot of my
home improvement because I enjoy researching, understanding and saving money. I totally
agree with your reviews of the 3. I have not tried the Lyric yet. When I first started this,
air-conditioning was a little foreign to me. I had to research and figure it out. I found a lot of info
out on the internet lacking and confusing to DIYs, but some sites like yours are very useful. I
need the C wire for a thermostat that communicates with a wireless router. My old oil furnace
and thermostat only have two wires between them, R and W. Since there is no existing
transformer, I will need to rig one up probably in a j box near the thermostat, spliced off a
nearby outlet or something So one of the 24v wires will go to the C terminal on the thermostat,
but then the other to which terminal? Did you get a solution for this? I am also confused at this
point. I hooked up an external power transformer. Due to old heater panel, I could not find the C
wire to hook up. So, hooked up external transformer and connected to C and Rc. Removed
jumper between Rc and Rh as suggested by Bill Lee below. Heater works. Your Rh and W
terminals control your heat. The C and Rc terminals are what powers the thermostat. Be sure all
remaining connections are tight. As long as you connected the correct wires to the
corresponding terminals it should work. Hi, I am having a similar issue. I only have 2 wires R
and W. I plugged these wires into the R and W terminals. I used an external transformer and ran
those wires to C and RC. My furnace has a heat and cool switch. The heater works fine. When I
switch the furnace switch to cool it runs continuously Even if the thermostat is on cool, there is
no response. The old thermostat looks like it probably either completes a circuit or grounds it.
Two pieces of metal touch, and it stops. I have tried to plug the W wire into every available
terminal to see if it would work. Nothing worked. So now what? Should I remove the switch from
the furnace? Bill lee is incorrect. If you only have a single red wire the jumper between Rh and
Rc are required for some heating and cooling hybrid systems depending on your thermostat.
Nathan, if you only have red and white wires, your system is only set up for heat. The cool
switch on the furnace is manual for a reason, and it is for running the fan when the furnace is
off. Hello guys. Great info here. I have a question, I want to install the ecobee4 and I have just 2
cables from my old mercury thermostat. For what I understand, please correct me if wrong, Rh
has 24V and close the circuit with the W correct? Then the thermostat act like a dimmer? Then
C will power my thermostat with 24v too, correct? Then, can I jump or Feed my C connector
from my Rh cable? Is this possible? Thanks Marcelo. Great site and good questions! Better yet
you can buy a thermostat that uses battery to switch the contacts and thus no second
transformer the only downfall is the battery changes every couple years on that. Good luck to
the DIY folks just remember not all appliances or thermostats work the same so take time to
read the product literature. The device must be sent back to the factory to have the smoke put
back in:. Small clarification. The power coming into your house has two phases and a neutral.
From phase A to phase B is vac. This is used to power your electric oven, electric dryer, etc.
Phase A to neutral is vac. Phase B to neutral is vac. What he calls Factory Smoke is normally
referred to as Blue Smoke in these parts. If you fry a circuit, the blue smoke escapes. Sorry
Dave but residential power here in Canada is single phase. I have a hunch that this is true
through out North America. Power comes from a single phase transformer with a center tapped
ground and is referred to as the neutral. The power is supplied over two legs. Can anyone
please tell me where I need to connect my wires on this chart? Any help wold be greatly
appreciated. Thank you!! It IS confusing when everything I read talks about the C wire providing
power to the thermostat. Very helpful information! Outstanding comment. Thank you! But yes, I
know what you are saying. Thanx for setting the record straight. This is not correct. Many
others output AC. All depends on the appliance to be powered. There is no conversion from AC
to DC. The voltage is stepped down from to 24 volts. Just like the transformer on the pole
outside your house steps down from 7, volts to volts for your house panel. Not on my Rheem
furnace. Thanks for this info, adding my comment because Google brought me here and this
might help others. So I got my multimeter out and touched the red lead to the blue wire and
black lead to ground and got 0 vac, so I was really bummed out. Then my Google foo kicked in
and brought me here! So I tested again, this time touching the red lead of my multimeter to the
red wire and the black lead to the blue wire and what do you know, I got 24vac! John, there is no
polarity in measuring AC voltages. Or perhaps you accidentally had the meter in the DC range.
The only way you can measure a 24 vac output is across the two secondary terminals.
Household wiring is not floating, but rather, is considered to be earth referenced. My furnace
bonds all common leads to the furnace frame assembly. I know this thread is old, but important
since people including me still visit this site. Many people have that misconception about
electricity. The neutral on your home wiring will kill you faster than the hot wire if you find
yourself in the circuit. Only saying this so DIY folks always put safety first. In the right

conditionsâ€”heat, humidity, the amount you sweatâ€”6 milliamps will kill you. There is no way
24 volts will kill you. Why scare DIY s? A neutral wire will not kill you either. Yes, 6 milliamp at
10, volt can give you a thrill. I have experienced that on an old picture tube type TV. I am still
here. As a qualified electrician, I heartily agree. The voltage applied to the circuit forces current
through the device, and the entire supplied voltage will appear across all device s in the circuit
that are in parallel. As long as the neutral is tied to ground and is intact there will be no
significant voltage on it. If, however, a break appears in the neutral before the point where it is
tied to ground, that entire applied voltage will now appear across the break. In a typical
four-wire system the 24vac is supplied by the R wire. If the thermostat says heat is required, it
allows the 24vac to go back on the W wire. If cooling is needed, 24vac is sent back on the Y
wire. If the fan should be running, 24vac is sent back on the G wire. If no heat, cooling, or fan
are required, there is no power flowing through the thermostat. If you have a five-wire cable, the
C wire of whatever color is a usually a common that allows 24vac to be flowing therefore used
by most smart thermostats. Can I splice into 1 of the white wires? Nothing to do with white t-stat
wire which connects to a brown wire at unit. My Goodman furnace has a control board with no C
terminal. All I did was connect the unused blue wire from the thermostat control wire bundle to
the blue bundle at the 24V transformer be aware, there is another similar looking wire bundle
next to the thermostat control wire bundle, but only 2 wires are used, black and white. This wire
bundle goes to the outside compressor to control it. After hooking up the new thermostat,
connecting the same blue wire now at the thermostat end to the C connector of the thermostat.
Works perfectly. Hi, have you ever encountered old thermostats functioning with a 1 single
wire? Any ideas? Have you tried the compatibility checkers on the manufacturer websites? Do
you just have a heating system? If you do resolve this, either through adding more wires or
choosing a particular thermostat that works with your 1-wire setup, come back and let us know
how it goes! Good luck. My house was built in and still has the original furnace. As far as I know
there is no control panel. Online compatibility checkers: Ecobee3 compatibility checker Nest
compatibility checker. If you have typical wires behind your thermostat, those wires must go
somewhere. Sorry to be of such limited help. If you do figure it out â€” or find out that your
system is simply incompatible with C-wire needing WiFi thermostats â€” do come back and give
us an update! Thanks for the quick response. I think your suggestions are a good starting
points. I recently got married and we purchased our first house this year. I attempted to hire an
hvac company to come clean the furnace and the guy took one look on the furnace and was
completely baffled. He had never seen one before and had no idea how to clean it. We have a
more knowledgeable tech coming in a couple weeks. I never actually pulled the cover off my
thermostat to check whether it had a c-wire or not. To my pleasant surprise, the hvac tech
looked the furnace over and said it already has a c-wire. Now I just need to figure out which wifi
thermstat to get. My thermostat has 3 wires red white and green am I missing wires? The only
way I can use furnace is to combine red wire with white help!!!!!! Sorry about the slow response,
sounds like you have a simple heating thermostat with a fan function, for ease of future
conversations use the marked letter designations rather then colors as not everyone uses
standard colors. I suspect I can simply move the free green wire over to the common side of the
24V transformer to make it a C-wire with heat only function for an ecobee? I have a boiler with
two wires, R and C coming from the transformer inside the boiler. I ran a new wire with 5 wires.
Just seeing if and how I can wire the thermostat so it functions. I need a constant 24v circut and
one to switch the boiler on an offâ€¦. There is nowhere to attach a C wire to on the boiler side.
Any suggestions on how to proceed? Could I install a v to 24v transformer and if so how would
it be wired? Any help would be appreciated. Like Bill, I have the very same situation. And it
seems there is no answer anywhere online. I have managed to get the thermostat to power on,
since there is 24vac existing in the 2 wires at the thermostat. I jumped the W wire to the C
terminal on the new TS. I programmed my new thermostat but as soon as the boiler fires up, the
TS shuts off and power resets. So, close but no cigar. Well, I installed a v to 24v transformer
which has a R and a C terminal an ran an additional thermostat wire from the transformer to Rc
and C on the thermostat. I removed the jumper between Rc and Rh and the transformer powers
the thermostat without problems. I then wired TT on the aquastat on the boiler to Rh and W on
the thermostat. Unfortunately the thermostat is not sending a heat call to the aquastat when the
heat is turned up. I assume the thermostat may be bad. Ad the package appeared to be opened
already when we first opened it. I advised my friend to return it and we will try a new one
tomorrow. Wish me luck. The thermostat is now working perfectly. Thanks to Bill Lee post. The
Thermostat powered up but a few days later when the house temperature dropped below the
desired house temperature and the demand for heat was initiated the thermostat would recycle.
I googled for a solution and came across Bill Lee post. I then connected a fourth wire to the R
side of the transformer and connected that to the Rc on the thermostat. Removed the jumper in

the thermostat between the Rh and Rc. I figured it out! Not sure if anyone even cares anymore.
But if you do, let me know. I will post the solution. Congrats, Jared. Glad you figured it out. I
wish more people were willing to offer solutions. I pulled out a lot of hair trying to work this one
out. Now I know and will be able to implement it in my business in the future. What if you lose
current to the thermostat while installing it? And the breaker did not trip? I replaced an old one
with a digital. The display came up and I was able to use the screen and the fan worked. But the
heater did not. So I removed it to double check the wiring. When I put it back on, I got no current
at all to the stat. I even tried putting the old stat back on. And it no longer works either. I had the
same issue today.. Because the thermostat draws power from the furnace I would ensure that
the furnace itself has power. On my Rheem furnace I had a similar problem. I found that there
was a inline fuse holder on the transformer output. The 2 amp fuse was inadvertently blown
because I failed to shut off the power supply switch to the furnace before removing the old
thermostat. I got a nest as a housewarming present. Worked great for 5 days without the blue
common wire installed directions said to use the same wires as the old therm. Had to use the
breaker to shut it downâ€¦ Called nest support and he said to hooked up the commonâ€¦ No
luck. Said it must of been a bad nest. Got a new oneâ€¦ Worked for about 5 hrs then the same
thing happenedâ€¦ Please help! My old thermostat only used 4 wires, the white,green, yellow
and red. However, their was a blue, C wire in the wall, so I figured was all set. I followed all the
instructions and connected all wires correctly. I have the same setup. I was upgrading from an
older Honeywell thermostate to a wi-fi enabled thermostat. Only needed 4 wires in the old
model. And there is a spare blue wire not used. I know I need to connect the blue wire to a C
terminal at the furnace side. But I am hesitant because there are already 2 other wires both
black connected on the C terminal at the furnace. Is it okay to connect a third wire to power the
thermostat? I had the exact same thing â€” one wire on the C post seemed to run to something
on the AC side â€” maybe the condenser outside? The other wire ran to a whole house
humidifier that was attached on to the return line of the air system. I added the blue as the c â€”
3 wires on one post, and so far, so good. Josh 1 wire provide power to AC, if one more wire is
connected to C you need to check with the manufacturer because if we connect 3 wire on same
terminal we will not get proper voltage and either one of them will not work. Check for the blue
wire if it is connected to C terminal on furnace if it check for the voltage between R and C
requires Vac. I currently have a circa simple mercury bulb thermostat 2 wire and would like to
upgrade to a programable one, the rub is that it is a high rise condo with a centralized boiler
feeding hot water baseboard heating to the units. I was looking at the Nest, but will it work with
this sort of setup? Being in a high rise you would likely have trouble running new wires. Unless
you are able to run the additional, necessary wire s then you will be unable to install the Nest.
Yes, you can make it work. You do NOT need access to the furnace to run the extra power
supply, it just looks nicer. I would appreciate photos and instructions. I have oil heat with R and
W wires running to current thermostat and want to change to a Honeywell WiFi stat. I plan to
purchase a v to 24v AC adapter from Amazon and running additional wire to my new stat. You
mention a 24v DC adapter??? Am I wrong in believing this should be 24v AC? I am trying to
wireup a nest thermostat to an old furnace without a common. I only have a white and red wire
going to my furnace. I ran new wires though not sure where I should hook up my white,
common wire? Can I put the red and white wire in the same place? My furnace only has those
two spots for wires that I can see. Above the red wire it says pg. Above the white wire says th.
Sorrta lost. You need three wires. If your furnace or boiler only has two terminals, see my
solution above. Run an additional two wires from the transformer to the thermostat. The original
red an white wires should be connected to R and W on the thermostat. The two new wires
should be connected to Rc and C on the thermostat and to R and C on the transformer at the
other end. Be careful if you tap in the furnace control panel to get the C â€¦ I say smoke coming
ouit of a boardâ€¦ My faultâ€¦ I connected the C and a 24 volt line to the Nest in addition to W1
and RHâ€¦ The old thermostat is back onâ€¦. Hi Bill â€” thanks for your posts. I have a Nest and
3 wire bundle. The zone relay on the furnace end uses only the R and W wires, but the relay
circuit board has a power tap with a 24v terminal and a com terminal. Any chance I can wire this
successfully without using a fourth wire to connect to Rc as you have described? I said that
wrong I mean should I hook my blue wire to the red wire for my common so the circuit is
complete or does it need its own place to hook up? Tying the red and blue wires would only
power the thermostat when there was a call for heat. The C terminal needs to be connected to a
C terminal at the other end. If you install a 24 volt transformer, be sure to remove the metal
jumper between Rh and Rc on the thermostat or you will damage it. To me they sound like they
serve the same purpose. Mark I have the same question also a Taco zone relay. The 24v power
tap has 2 terminals in one block, one labeled 24v and one com. Did you get an answer to your
question? Is there any way for me to test this prior to buying a wifi thermostat? Have a nest with

a three wire system and ofcourse it is pulsing when it first starts to run, I originally had a add a
wire but it dropped the voltage just enough that the nest would not recognize the power as 24v.
I have a plug in the wall just below my nest, can I just wire in a 24v transformer from it to give
my nest the 24v common its looking for. Stringing a new furnace wire is not an option. My old
thermostat has 8 wires, all hooked up. What do I do? Hi Mark please provide the labels on the
old TT and Type of system you have for heating and cooling. Hello, I have a new home with a
Payne forced air furnace. I replaced the cheap thermostat with a Honeywell thwf All wires were
hooked up on the thermostat to their corresponding colors including the Blue Common wire. At
least when I explained it to Honeywell that is their thought. When I look at how the furnace is
wired I have the following wires on the following terminals. You need to buy a 24 volt power
supply to power the thermostat. When the house is big, all you need is circulation. So if you the
fan keeps on running, then it will keep circulating the air to maintain an even temperature. I see
speak about 24v transformerâ€¦if I have a C labeled spot on my furnace will that automatically
be supplying 24vâ€¦or would it need an inline voltage transformer? Thanks, great write up. My
house had old wire No C wire Which is the common wireâ€¦or known as ground. I installed a
crude programmable battery operated thermostat years ago. Now That theyre wifi they need a
constant source of power. I had an electrical outlet just a couple feet from my thermostat. I used
a meter and verified that my unit is commonly grounded with my house of course it should be I
simply ran a single wire from the earth ground off that plug with a small wire and up the wall to
the new thermostat. Keep in mind the red is 24VAC control. Your new thermostat already has a
rectifier built into it. Why is not everyone doing that? I did the same thing except I completed the
circuit using the white neutral wire found inside a switch box that is 2 feet from my thermostat.
These neutral wires are what return all of the AC circuits in your home â€” the ground wires are
only there in case of a power surge or other emergency. Tying into the ground wire could get
you electrified plumbing or other consequences. I have a furnace that has a white wire
connected to the c connection inside the furnace. At the thermostat the white wire is W. I also
have a yellow wire free at thermostat and furnace. Can I connect the yellow at furnace level with
the white already connected and use the yellow at the thermostat for the C connection? And yes
you can use that yellow wire along with white to C terminal on furnace. At the beginning of the
summer, I installed a Z-wave thermostat. I have only 4 wires that were marked R, W, Y, and G.
There was no Common wire. The good news is that it worked perfectly all summer. But now it is
heating seasonâ€¦ Evidently I mistakenly connected the W wire to the C, and this allowed power
to the thermostat for the display. Again, everything worked. Until it was time for heat, and then
the heater would not come on. I moved the wire from the C terminal to W, and now it will heat
but the thermostat display does not come on. I guess I have two questions: 1 why did this work
at all? Thermostat C Wire: Everything you need to know about the â€¦ [â€¦]. Blue or Black â€” C
â€” Common wire, may be unused by your existing thermostat. Enables continuous power flow
from the Red wire. Thank you SO much for this article. I really appreciate you putting this
together! Best Wifi Thermostat Reviews The ultimate resource for â€¦Smart thermostat guide
â€” wifi-enabled thermostat reviews, The ecobee3 hands smart thermostat today. Smart
Thermostat Guide â€” Wifi-enabled thermostat reviews â€¦Thermostat wire: , Saying wire power
source, supplies power misleading. Am I doing something obviously wrong? Thermostat C
Wire: Everything you need to know about the â€¦New wifi thermostat wiring issues wire â€”
houzz, New wifi thermostat wiring issues side -wire [â€¦]. I installed my wifi thermostat using the
techniques mentioned in this article. I have one question. When I set the fan to that setting the
fan comes on to circulate the air only but the heat comes on as well. Is that possible? G goes to
a gray wire again a solo connection. I purchased a new thermostat that I plan on installing
tonight. My question is related to the power though. Is it completely necessary to turn off the
furnace power and breaker switches tied to the thermostat? My home is old and unfortunately
the breaker box did not label which each switch controls. Let me know when you can. Read
more about the C-Wire here. Sorry for adding more questions your way but I enjoyed reading
the previous ones you helped trouble shoot. Can we still intall the new or do we need to add
other wires? I am afraid of burning the unit. Please help. Connecting new HoneyWell thermostat
to old Lennox furncase. The old thermostsat had a C wire connected but probably not used â€”
it was battery powered. The C wire is connected to the cabinet ground at the furnace. When I
attach new thermostat it does not power up. I think the blue wire in the diagram comes out as
the red wire to the thermostat. Should I disconnect the C wire from the cabinet and connect it to
the yellow wire on the transformer? Hi all, This site is really helpful I think but I want to make
sure I am not getting myself into trouble. I have a two wire R W right now, but the builders
helpfully installed a multi wire cable despite not using most of them. So I think running a C wire
should be as simple as attaching my Blue at both ends. That S87B does have something
marked as 24v which is actually connected to my White wire. Does this seem right? Is my C the

legit place to connect? The wire connected to R on your thermostat should be the 24 v and
usually Red. W usually white activates heat. The C wire is the common which is the return to the
opposite side of the transformer from which the 24v wire comes, completing the 24 v power for
the thermostat. Hi My dogs chewed up the wires outside of the ac unit. Out of the fan comes out
a blue and yellow wire. Out of the wall comes out a red a white wire. Which wire would go with
which wire? I have 2 wires going to my thermostat. Using the voltmeter, I get 28V and when the
heater turns on, they are connected, so it shows nothing. Does this mean I can jump one of
these wires to create a common wire? If so, how do I know which one is the common and which
one is the hot wire? I am interested in installing a smart thermostat but lack the c wire at the
thermostat. I have 2 thermostats. The Ecobee has a PEK kit that you can install at the boiler to
effectively create a c wire there. Any help? My furnace has a 5 wire configuration and 2 extra
wires â€” 5 wire is red,blue common , yellow, green and white â€” the 2 additional wires are
from a different source but are red and white. I am installing a Honeywell EIM and it is not
powering on. The common and red from the 5 wire source are not showing power on a volt
meter. I checked breakers, the furnace shows it is powered. Configured the EIM exactly as the
wires were configured in the furnace. I have a blue red white and green wire with a jumper wire. I
have no C wire, and its just a milivolt heat gas fire , which just closes the contact for heat.
Removed the link between RC to R important. Connect the existing milivolt connection from gas
fire to R and W and hey presto , works a dream. Thanks for all the information on your site , very
useful this is how i worked it out. Thanks a lot for writing this article. I replaced my old
thermostat with a Nest 3rd generation. I hooked everything up as instructed but could not get
Rh to have a higher voltage. It was reading around 2V for VOC. I called Nest support, but they
were not able to help. I almost had to call an HVAC technician to come out before reading your
page. It turns out the old thermostat had all the wires connected, but the furnace only had W
and R wires connected. I connected C, G, and Y to the appropriate connectors on the furnace,
and voila! So thank you so much for this article! I have a two wire boiler quite old and dated that
is hooked up to a basic thermostat in my family room. The Thermostat for this is upstairs on the
second floor. If I wanted to upgrade my thermostat in my family room to run both systems, is
this possible? Where would the C wire need to come from? This site is incredibly helpful. I knew
I was in trouble when I opened the thermostat and realized I only had a mechanical switch with
just a two-wire thermostat wire, red and black wire on a heating system only. I closed it back up,
and began research. I do not know what I am going to encounter when I look at the furnace
circuitry, but I am going to armed with wire. I intend to test new thermostat at the furnace with
the solutions that you have given me before I try to pull the new wiring. Do not know if I will
need a separate transformer, but this site has done a wonderful job for preparing me for what I
am up against. Thank you, thank you. It has a Carrier digital thermostat that my mother-in-law
has continuous problems figuring out how to set it. I purchased a Honeywell CT31A non
programmable therm. He gave me a model CT51 which he said could be used. Is this something
you would agree with, and could I be confident in wiring this in this configuration less the C
wire with the results being that of working properly. Looking to get this replacement completed
before the next need for heat LOL. Thanks for any feedback you can send my way. With
Regards, Tommy E. I have a Honeywell wifi thermostat set up. I have a generator wired to power
several circuits in my house in case of power failure wired the right way as to avoid arguments.
The power circuit powers the furnace but not the condenser due to the generator not being
strong enough to power it anyway. My first power failure resulted in everything working fine but
the wifi thermostat was not powered. Does this power originate from the condenser power?
However, their was a blue, C wire in the wall. There is an additional wire, called the common
wire, that provides the power and all the thermostat does is complete the [â€¦]. Sensi needs a C
wire. Also the Venstar product you mentioned above is not for adding a C wire â€” says so right
in the manual and on Amazon. Very informative post. I have been investigating this because a
painter damaged our thermostat obsolete, works for now, long story. In the wall is the fifth, blue
wire, unconnected. At the furnace end, also unconnected, I am unsure where to connect it at the
furnace control board. ABCD block at either end has only 4 connection points. It would seem
dumb if they put it on there but proprietary ABCD disables it, but you never know. Greetings, I
have a Carrier system and I wish to replace the failing thermostat with a smart thermostat. This
is the labeling and wire color matches, yay at both thermostat and the furnace. Both ends use a
4 pin connector thermostat and Furnace Control Board. Lucky me, the Blue C wire is present in
the cabling. Unconnected at both ends, natch. As I understand it, connection at a smart
thermostat in this case is simply, blue wire to the C terminal. In other words, the FCB has a
dedicated terminal, rather than use the screw terminals. I assume the first step is to check
between Com24V and R for voltage. Sound correct? If that is live, would there any reason to
NOT just make the Blue C wire connection there, then connect C wire at the thermostat? I have

the schematic, and I see no other landing point for C. Logically, this makes sense to me. It
seems with my approach, I should be able to do this. I have a white Rodgers 1f thermostat and
have 8 wires. Black not used on original and thermostat worked , brown not used on original
and thermostat worked , blue common , red, yellow, white, orange, green wires what do these
wires connect to please. This is new work and there are no previous wires. I only need heat, no
AC, heat pumps, etc. I just need the furnace to keep us warm. We are 90 miles south of the
Canadian border in MN. By the way; The Honeywell number and the help on the other end barely
speak English. It is NOT customer service, but more like a Joke! Hello I have a ritetemp
thermostat and I am installing a Honeywell basic digital thermo, I followed the instructions
carefully but when I finished I turned on the AC and the heats started to come out.. The
thermostat originally in my old house heat only had 4 wires, 2 of which powered a clock. I
replaced that with a more advanced one 20 years ago by not using the two wires that ran the
clock labeled W and RC. The other two wires are connected to terminals labeled W and R. That
thermostat battery powered and programmable works fine. I want to install a Honeywell Wi-Fi
thermostat. My thermostat is three floors away from my boiler, and so running a new cable is a
significant effort. Great post, very informative. Eased my concerns as a novice DIY who likes to
avoid electrical work. I installed a Nest on an old Lennox furnace. When I removed the old
thermostat, I noticed I did not have a C wire. Question being, am I able to use the Add-a-Wire to
get the C wire connection? You need to by a 24VAC 1A power supply. Connect one wire to C,
the other to RH with the R wire from the heater. This solved my exact same problem. I have one
thermostat that controls my heat and AC. I see that the 24 volt adapter should plug into C and R.
Not sure exactly what to do from there. Could really use some expert advice. This post was
quite helpful when I had to install my ecobee4. My problem was that there was no terminal on
the vintage control board but after a bit of research was able to determine I can just wire into the
blue coming from the 24v transformer. There is a jumper between Rh and Rc. How do I hook up
the Honeywell with no red wire? I purchased a NEST Gen 3 over 12 months ago and tried to get
it to work with just the 2 wires off the heater â€” I had the same problems that everyone on this
thread has mentioned â€” so I packed it away. Last week it got the better of me and I tried again.
Plugged the 24VAC power supply in to the V point, connected the nest, and it automatically
detected the change in power. I have no problems with it at all now. To hide the power supply, I
extended the wires by 2 meters making it 3. Basically duplicates what the furnace would be
sending. The Rh terminal gets used for both power and control. I bought a Simple thermo and
like alot of people here only have two wires, R and W. I ran a 24V power supply by my furnace
and hooked one side into the blue in the wire bundle going to the thermo and the other side in
the RH. It powered up but the heat will not shut off. Just continues to run. Any ideas. I am trying
to install a Nest thermostat. I currently have an old Honeywell, which is powered by 4 AA
batteries. Once I remove the face, I see 5 total wires. The red wire coming out of the wall is not
connected to anything. Any suggestions on where to connect each wire on the Nest? I have 2
thermostats â€” one runs heat, the other airâ€¦. I want to hook up a nest to the air. I have 3 wires
that run the air thermostat â€” white, red greenâ€¦. Afte about 5 hours the nest throws a e error
â€” basically a common wire error which I do not have. Anyone know how I can fix this? I have a
Rheem system with a Rheem series thermostat. I bought a Nest Learning thermostat to
upgrade. My old thermostat h
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as just 2 red wires that are quite thick. I have an old Luxaire electric furnace from the early 70s.
The previous owner added a basic Honeywell digital thermostat. But I found out the hard way
that if the batteries in the thermo die, no more heat and hence frozen pipes. Why not. I had a c
wire hidden in my wall and connected it to the c terminal on my nest thermostat. I then
connected the c wire to the control board on my HVAC unit. How do I fix this? I have an old
mercury switch thermostat and a heat only system. I want to install a wifi thermostat. I have
confirmed I have a 4 wire cable. On the thermostat the blue wire is connected to the Y terminal.
Relay output to fireplace will include parallel switch to maintain heat source during any power
outages. Great posts! I have a boiler for heat and a separate air handler for AC. I have no C wire.
I want to add a 24v power supply so the geo can work as if it had a C wire. I have an outlet in the
closet beind the tstat. My AC has no zones.

